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The arrangement of divine names in the curse section of Esarhaddon’s 

Succession Treaty (SAA 2 6:414-465) defied D. J. Wiseman’s expectations after the 

first five names.1 My goal today is to explain away what defied Wiseman’s 

expectations roughly fifty years ago, especially regarding the unusual placement of the 

divine names Ninurta, Adad, and Nergal within this list. In order to explain this 

particular arrangement of divine names in the curse section of SAA 2 6, I will use the 

lists of gods from various Neo-Assyrian treaties along with a little additional help from 

Deuteronomy 28:26-33.  

Those first five names that Wiseman readily made sense of are Aššur, Mullissu, 

Anu, Sîn, and Šamaš [slide 2]. While neither Wiseman nor anyone else could have 

predicted this precise selection and arrangement of gods for this text (or any specific 

text, for that matter), there is nothing here that defies our expectations: we see the chief 

deity Aššur and his consort Mullissu, and they are followed by an ancient high god and 

two younger high gods.2 Given the initial selection of these five deities, their 

                                                            
1 D. J. Wiseman, “The Vassal-treaties of Esarhaddon,” Iraq 20 (1958): 25.  
2 Moshe Weinfeld causally notes that SAA 2 6’s list of deities is “based on the hierarchy within the 
Assyrian pantheon. Ashur, Ninlil, Sin, and Shamash, who begin the series of maledictions in the 
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subsequent order fits well within Michael Barré’s general observation concerning lists 

of gods in Neo-Assyrian treaties [slide 3]: they begin with the chief deity/deities, who 

are followed by first-tier deities, namely, Anu, Enlil, and Ea and potentially their 

consorts, and then second-tier deities, Sîn, Šamaš, and Adad and maybe their consorts.3 

Lower-tiered deities, such as warrior gods and their consorts, as well as independent 

goddesses, typically follow these higher gods, and the Sebittu (i.e., the Pleiades) 

conclude any list of Assyrian deities in which they appear. In addition to treaties, the 

regularity of these lists can be found within royal inscriptions, blessings in personal and 

royal correspondence, and some cultic texts. 

 As you can see [slide 4], once we move past the first five divine names, the 

order in this portion of the Succession Treaty (SAA 2 6:414ff.) becomes more 

complicated and less like an ideal list of gods. Unlike with the first five names–where 

given the selection of names we could expect or predict an order–here we could not 

predict this arrangement, even if we had been informed which names would be 

included. Not only does the arrangement not fit with Barré’s observed model, it does 

not, to my knowledge, match any other known list of gods. Indeed [slide 5], this list of 

gods does not even match the other lists of gods elsewhere within SAA 2 6. Compare 

for instance, the divine names in the curse list (ll. 414-465) with those in the divine 

witness list (ll. 16-20) and the adjuration list (ll. 25-30), which begin the treaty. These 

are two identical lists that adhere closely to Barré’s observed model; the warrior gods 

and independent goddesses follow the chief and other high gods. The curse list differs 
                                                                                                                                                                             
Esarhaddon treaty, appear almost invariably at the head of every Assyrian catalogue of gods.” (Moshe 
Weinfeld, Deuteronomy and the Deuteronomic School [Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 1992], 116-122). 
3 Michael L. Barré, The God-List in the Treaty between Hannibal and Philip V of Macedonia: a study in 
Light of the Ancient Near Eastern Treaty Tradition (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1983), 
9.  
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from these and other lists primarily because of the peculiar placement of the divine 

names Adad, Ninurta, and Nergal, as well as the surprising inclusion of the two 

celestial bodies Jupiter and Venus.4  

Before explaining why the Succession Treaty arranged the curse list and its 

divine names as it did and satisfy Wiseman’s defied expectations, let us first consider 

what Wiseman’s expectations were, or at least what they should have been. After 

considering the divine names in other Neo-Assyrian treaties, I would propose two sets 

of possible expectations [slide 6]. In both sets, I would replace Ninurta with Adad 

(highlighted), thereby completing the second-tier deities: Sîn, Šamaš, and Adad.5 In my 

idealized proposal 1, the warrior gods Ninurta and Nergal have been placed near the 

bottom of the list, an arrangement resembling the blessings in SAA 10 286, a letter 

from Nabû-nādin-šumi to the king, and in SAA 10 197:7-14, a letter from Adad-šumu-

uṣur to the king [slide 7]. Focusing on the ends of these lists, the warrior gods are 

paired with their consorts after the list of Ištar goddesses: Ninurta with Gula and Nergal 

with Laṣ. Of course, this comparison raises the question, “where is the goddess Laṣ in 

the Succession Treaty?” Good question, but I have no answer for it. (While considering 

proposal 1 in light of SAA 10 197, we should note the Jupiter-Marduk sequence in the 

letter, which actually interrupts the would-be four-planet sequence Jupiter-Venus-

Saturn-Mercury. The desire to link Jupiter with Marduk is quite strong.) In proposal 2, 

                                                            
4 The appearance of Marduk with Nabû and their consorts between the high gods and warrior gods is 
typical of royal inscriptions and personal correspondence, as well as in the list of gods in the treaty 
between Aššur-nērārī V and Mati-ilu of Arpad (SAA 2 2 vi 6-26).  
 It should also be noted here that that stars/planets Jupiter, Venus, Saturn, Mercury, Mars, and 
Sirius (ll. 13-15) precede Aššur and the other gods named in the divine witness list (ll. 16-20), and these 
two lists are marked as distinct because each begins with “in the presence of” (ina IGI, ll. 13 and 16). 
5 In comparable Neo-Assyrian (and even Old Babylonian) lists of gods, the sequence Sîn-Šamaš is often 
reversed as Šamaš-Sîn. This is why I allow for both possibilities within my realm of expectations for an 
ideal SAA 2 6:414-465. 
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the warrior gods would be placed before the independent goddesses [slide 8], 

resembling the arrangement found in the treaty between Aššurbanipal and his brother 

Šamaš-šumu-ukin in Babylon. 

Now that we have established where Adad, Ninurta, and Nergal should be, we 

can make sense of the remaining divine names in the curse list. Most can be explained 

in light of divine name arrangements found in other Assyrian texts [slide 9], such as the 

Babylonian chief deities and their consorts, who are located between the high gods and 

the warrior gods and independent goddesses. Similarly, if we momentarily ignore the 

problematic Adad and Nergal, the five independent goddesses and the Sebittu 

expectantly finish off the list of divine names.6 Thus, only the placement of Adad, 

Ninurta, Nergal, and the inclusion of the two planets Venus and Jupiter in SAA 2 

6:414-465 should have defied Wiseman’s or anyone’s expectations. Having explored 

the divine hierarchy, we can now consider the divine names in light of the curses. 

Because this is a joint Assyriology and biblical law session, of these four 

irregularities, our primary focus is the arrangement of the deities whose associated 

curses are also found in Deuteronomy 28: Sîn, Šamaš, Ninurta, and Venus. Moshe 

Weinfeld observed in Deuteronomy and the Deuteronomic School that the arrangement 

of the curses in Deuteronomy 28:26-33 closely resemble the five curses associated with 

Sîn, Šamaš, Ninurta, and Venus in SAA 2 6:419-430.7 Indeed [slide 10], the 

                                                            
6 Another very unusual aspect regarding the lists of gods in SAA 2 6’s curse list is the fact that a non-
geographically-located Ištar (i.e., Ištar//Lady-of-Battle) is found within the same list as geographically-
located Ištar goddesses (i.e., Mullissu-of-Nineveh and Ištar-of-Arbela).  

For a discussion of the limited and localized identification of Mullissu with specific city-based 
Ištars, see Wiebke Meinhold, Ištar in Aššur: Untersuchung eines Lokalkultes von ca. 2500 bis 614 v. 
Chr., Alter Orient und Altes Testament 367 (Münster: Ugarit-Verlag, 2009), 205ff. 
7 Weinfeld, Deuteronomy, 116-122. 
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arrangement is so similar that Weinfeld proposed that these two texts shared a common 

curse tradition, which seems to have actually been the treaty itself: 

The fact, however, that both the subject-matter and the sequence of malediction 
in this section of Deuteronomy are identical with the parallel series of curses in 
VTE (i.e., SAA 2 6) attests that there was a direct borrowing by Deuteronomy 
from Assyrian treaty documents. Apart from the VTE and Deut. 28 no such 
series of maledictions has as yet been discovered.8 

Other than Deuteronomy’s expected elimination of Mesopotamian divine names from 

the curses, the most notable difference between these two texts is the location of the 

carrion curse. In Deuteronomy 28, the carrion curse (v. 26) is the first of the common 

curses; however, in SAA 2 6, it is third (ll. 425-426) [slide 11]. In the Succession 

Treaty, this group of curses begins with leprosy, then darkness, then the maltreatment 

of corpses, and finally the oppression in the forms of raped loved ones and lost houses. 

In Deuteronomy 28, the carrion curse is first, and the rest follow in order. The 

dissimilarity between the two texts does not bother Weinfeld, as he notes that Ninurta 

and his carrion curse (ll. 425-427) “has no fixed position in the VTE either.”9 He bases 

this lack of a fixed position on the variant copy ND 4329, wherein Ninurta’s carrion 

curse follows Jupiter’s curse, both of which seemingly follow Venus’ curse [slide 12].10  

                                                            
8 Weinfeld, Deuteronomy, 121-122. 
9 Weinfeld, Deuteronomy, 119.  

It is possible that Deut. 28:26 is not in its original place and that, like the malediction in the 
Assyrian treaty, it originally occurred after the curse of darkness in v. 29. Since enemy pillage 
usually follows in the wake of military defeat, it is plausible to assume that vv. 30ff., which deal 
with pillage and capture by the enemy, originally followed immediately after the curse of defeat 
in v. 26. (Weinfeld, Deuteronomy, 119 n 1) 

10 Weinfeld, Deuteronomy, 119 (and n 1); see also Wiseman, “Vassal-treaties,” 61 and plate 31. 
According to Wiseman’s commentary, Ninurta’s curse occurs after Venus’ curse: “[ND 43]29: has ll. 
431-2 here and places 425-7 after l. 430” (p. 61), but his autograph of the variant text ND 4329 does not 
include an extant Venus curse (plate 31). 
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Comparing ND 4329 with the other SAA 2 6 texts, including the recently 

discovered T1801 from Tell Tayinat,11 we see that Ninurta effectively dropped to the 

bottom of this sequence in ND 4329. Its variant list of gods makes more than does the 

standard list because it groups four celestial deities together: Sîn the moon-god, Šamaš 

the sun-god, Venus and Jupiter. Unfortunately, as an arrangement of curses, ND 4329 

makes about as much sense as the standard arrangement because the curse associated 

with Jupiter denies the transgressor entrance into Marduk’s Esagil-temple, which seems 

out of place compared to the disease curses preceding it with Sîn and Šamaš and the 

war curses following it with Ninurta and Venus. In the majority list of gods, Jupiter’s 

position after Venus yet before Marduk makes sense: the Venus-Jupiter sequence 

reflects a celestial relationship, and the Jupiter-Marduk sequence reflects Jupiter’s 

relationship with (or as many would argue as) the deity Marduk.12 Moreover, this 

resembles the list of gods in Adad-šumu-uṣur’s letter to the king (SASA 10 197). 

Regardless of which SAA 2 6 arrangement we follow, Ninurta is out of place. 

Indeed [slide 13], when we reconsider the curse lists, Ninurta’s unusual placement is all 

the more curious. Finding no “plausible explanation” for “order of the curses in 

Deuteronomy,” Weinfeld concludes that the arrangement has been determined by the 

gods associated with those curses and that the gods’ arrangement is based upon a 

                                                            
11 Jacob Lauinger, “Esarhaddon’s Succession Treaty at Tell Tayinat: Text and Commentary,” JCS 64 
(2012): 99-100; see also Jacob Lauinger, “Some Preliminary Thoughts on the Tablet Collection in 
Building XVI from Tell Tayinat,” CSMS Journal 6 (2011): 8-10. 
12 See for example, Franesca Rochberg, “The Heavens and the Gods in Ancient Mesopotamia: The View 
from a Polytheistic Cosmology,” in Reconsidering the Concept of Revolutionary Monotheism, ed. Beate 
Pongratz-Leisten (Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 2011), 126-127. It should be noted that Jupiter could 
be associated with other deities, such as Sîn. According to BM 121206 viii 55´, “Jupiter is the star of 
Sîn” (dSAG.ME.GAR MUL ša d30; Govert van Driel, The Cult of Aššur [Assen: van Gorcum, 1969], 96-
97). 
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traditional Assyrian hierarchy.13 As already discussed, however, SAA 2 6’s 

arrangement is not exactly traditional; at least its hierarchy cannot explain its atypical-

ness. A traditional hierarchy would include Enlil and Ea after Anu, who himself really 

just appears in the variant copies ND 4329 and 4335.14 Likewise, it would include the 

storm-god Adad along with Sîn and Šamaš. Such a hierarchical arrangement is exactly 

what we find in the epilogue of the so-called Laws of Ḫammurapi (xlix 45-li 83), a 

tradition that Weinfeld cites, where we have Anu, Enlil, Mullissu, Ea, Šamaš, Sîn, and 

Adad, all of which are followed by Zababa and Ištar and Nergal.15 Moreover, this 

precise list of gods survived for hundreds of years as evidenced by the curse list in SAA 

2 1, Šamši-Adad V’s treaty with Marduk-zākir-šumi of Babylon. This ninth-century 

treaty begins its curses with the Babylonian chief deities Marduk and Nabû and then 

follows with, allowing for restored lacunae, Anu, Enlil, Mullissu, Ea, Šamaš, Sîn, 

Adad, and Zababa (presumably Ištar and Nergal would follow in this now-broken text).  

Despite this millennium-long tradition of linking gods and curses in a specific 

order, this alone cannot be offered as an explanation for the curse or deity arrangement 

in SAA 2 6:415-433. While Weinfeld reinforces the links between deities and particular 

curses for Sîn with skin ailments and Šamaš with justice by citing Babylonian kudurru 

                                                            
13 Weinfeld, Deuteronomy, 119. 
14 In the SAA 2 volume on Neo-Assyrian treaties, Simo Parpola and Kazuko Watanabe count the Anu 
lines as 418A-C (see http://oracc.museum.upenn.edu/saao/saa02/corpus [accessed November 2, 2012]). 
15 Weinfeld, Deuteronomy, 120 n 6. Weinfeld cites “R. Borger, Orientalia 34 (1965), 168-169, especially 
ll. 27-31” in his footnote. 

The fact that Šamaš precedes Sîn in Ḫammurapi’s epilogue curses is not problematic as the 
sequential relationship between the two deities is fluid throughout the second- and first-millennia lists of 
gods. More often Sîn precedes Šamaš, which makes sense because the former is the father of the later in 
many mythological traditions, but there is also a first-millennium Assyrian tradition of naming Nabû 
before his father Marduk (see Barbara N. Porter, “What the Assyrians Thought the Babylonians Thought 
about the Relative Status of Nabû and Marduk in the Late Assyrian Period,” in Assyria 1995: 
Proceedings of the 10th Anniversary Symposium of the Neo-Assyrian Text Corpus Project, Helsinki, 
September 7-11, 1995, eds. By S. Parpola and R. M. Whiting (Helsinki: Neo-Assyrian Text Corpus 
Project, 1997), 255. 
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inscriptions,16 specific curses can be associated with multiple deities. Take A and A′ for 

example [slide 14], in Ḫammurapi’s epilogue curses, Šamaš is asked to uproot (li-is-

su2-uḫ2-šu, l 36) the transgressor “and make his ghost thirst for water below in the 

netherworld” (ša-ap-li-iš ina er-ṣe-tim GIDIM4.GIDIM4-šu me-e li-ša-aṣ-mi, ll. 37-

40).17 However, in SAA 2 9, Aššurbanipal’s treaty with Babylon, it is Ea who is asked 

to uproot (li-is-suḫ-an-na-a-šu2) “us” transgressors and “make our ghost thirst of 

water” (šap-l[iš ina KI.TIM e-ṭim2-ma-a-nu A-MEŠ li-ṣa-me]), or at least this is what 

Simo Parpola and Kazuko Watanabe have reconstructed for the lacunae. Likewise in 

example B and B′, SAA 12 93 relates how Mannu-de’iq donated his son to Ninurta: 

Ištar-of-Arbela is asked to clothe the transgressor in leprosy (ša2-ḫar-šub-[ba-a] lu ˹tu˺-

[ḫal-lip-šu2], r. 4-5), which is reminiscent of the leprosy and inflammations linked with 

Sîn in SAA 2 6 (ina SAHAR.ŠUB-pu li-ḫal-lip-ku-nu, ll. 419-420).18 Thirdly, for C 

and C′, in Ḫammurapi’s epilogue curses, it is Ištar who is asked to strike down the 

transgressors and soak the earth with the their blood (li-ša-am-qi2-it DAM-mi-šu-nu er-

ṣe-tam li-iš-qi2, li 9-11), but in our SAA 2 6, Ninurta is supposed to strike down the 

transgressors and fill the plain with their blood (li-šam-qit-ku-nu MUD2.MEŠ-ku-nu li-

mal-[li] EDIN, ll. 425-426). While there might have been a tendency to link deities 

with particular curses, these few examples, which are derived from an admittedly 

limited pool of possible texts, suggest that any linking tendency was readily ignored by 

scribes. 

                                                            
16 Weinfeld, Deuteronomy, 120f. 
17 The English texts provided on slide 14 for A, A′, B, B′, C, and C′ are not intended as translations of the 
Akkadian transliteration; rather, they are intended to relate the gist of the Akkadian curses. 
18 Weinfeld cites several other links between Sîn and leprosy and skin inflammations (Weinfeld, 
Deuteronomy, 120f.).  

As in Ḫammurapi’s epilogue, SAA 2 1, and our SAA 2 6, Adad’s curse in SAA 12 93 involves 
famine. Ninurta’s curses in SAA 12 93 involves defeat by a merciless weapon (b.e. 15-16), which has 
little to do with his carrion curse in SAA 2 6:425-427. 
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Whereas Weinfeld concludes that the curse arrangement in SAA 2 6 and the 

similar one in Deuteronomy 28 was originally based upon the divine hierarchy in 

Assyria, Jeffrey Tigay, too, surmises that the biblical author rearranged these curses 

from a traditional arrangement, but Tigay rightly denies the possibility “that 

Deuteronomy copied them from Esarhaddon’s treaty” because “their wording is too 

different.”19 According to Tigay, the Deuteronomy 28 imposed a chiastic structure on a 

larger set of curses in vv. 23-42, stylistically resembling a collection of blessings in vv. 

3-13.20 Tigay observes [slide 16] that Deuteronomy 28:26-42 begins and ends with 

curses concerning agricultural disaster (A and A′), becoming an infamous byword (B 

[horror = זעוה] and B′ [byword = שנינה // consternation, proverb]), inflammation (C and 

C′), madness (D and D′), and being abused (E and E′), with curses about oppression (F) 

serving as the fulcrum in this structure. Were we to accept Tigay’s chiasm proposal, 

then this means that Deuteronomy 28 has made sense of these curses by reordering 

them. 

Apart from the Deuteronomy’s fondness for chiastic structure, Tigay finds, like 

Weinfeld before him, “there is no inherent reason for this order in Deuteronomy…the 

order seems to correspond to traditional groupings of the gods in Mesopotamian 

texts.”21 While a traditional grouping of gods is partially right, Candida Moss and 

Jeffrey Stackert have recently offered a biblical explanation between the skin 

inflammations in Deuteronomy 28:27 and the madness/blindness/confusion in vv. 28-

                                                            
19 Jeffrey H. Tigay, Deuteronomy: The Traditional Hebrew Text with the New JPS Translation, JPS 
Torah Commentary 5 (Philadelphia, Jewish Publication Society, 1996), 491 and 497.  
20 This also resembles a chiastic-rearrangement tendency recently observed by Bernard Levinson in 
Deuteronomy 13 and SAA 2 6 [slide 15] (Bernard M. Levinson, “Esarhaddon’s Succession Treaty as the 
Source for the Canon Formula in Deuteronomy 13:1,” JAOS 130 [2010]: 343 and 346).  
21 Tigay, Deuterononmy, 497. 
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29. Because v. 27 mentions the “boils of Egypt” and follows up with blindness in v. 28, 

they interpret this arrangement as a likely reference to the plagues in Exodus.22 If Tigay 

is correct, and I think he is, that the Deuteronomy 28 curses and the Succession Treaty 

curses are derived from a common tradition but not dependent upon a specific text (in 

contrast to Weinfeld who argued for “a direct borrowing by Deuteronomy”, p. 121), 

then we can allow for the possibility that the author of Deuteronomy deliberately chose 

to place the skin curse before the blindness curse. Admittedly, it so happens that the 

Succession Treaty has the same general curse order–leprosy then darkness–but SAA 2 

6 is atypical among curse lists in treaties in that Sîn precedes Šamaš, so I would like to 

argue that this order was imagined independently by both the biblical and Assyrian 

scribes. Returning to the other curse lists [slide 17], we see that Šamaš usually precedes 

Sîn. The scribe responsible for SAA 2 6 borrowed from the same very ancient curse 

tradition as did Deuteronomy 28, a tradition that listed darkness before skin problems. 

The Assyrian scribe rearranged them because Sîn’s leprosy curse is more closely 

related to Anu’s curse, which involves disease, exhaustion, malaria, sleeplessness, 

worries, and ill health (418A-C), than is Šamas’s curse thematically related to Anu’s. 

Given the fact that Sîn and Šamaš were readily switched around in lists of gods by 

scribes since at least the Old Babylonian period, this is an insignificant change, but it 

suggests that any common curse tradition to which Deuteronomy had access could have 

had a darkness-leprosy-carrion sequence rather than the leprosy-darkness-carrion one 

one reflected in our SAA 2 6. Furthermore, the Succession Treaty’s conception of the 

darkness curse is not really about blindness or the absence of light but about the 

                                                            
22 Candida R. Moss and Jeffrey Stackert, “The Devastation of Darkness: Disability in Exodus 10:21-23, 
27, and Intensification in the Plagues,” The Journal of Religion 92 (2012): 370 n 28. 
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absence of clear judgments and omens, which is more clearly spelled out in 

Ḫammurapi’s epilogue curses (LH l 14-40). No Assyrian scribe would have reason to 

link skin inflammation and subsequent darkness like Deuteronomy seems to have done, 

potentially in light of the Exodus plagues. 

When we consider the carrion curse by itself, we (obviously) note that this is a 

battle-themed curse.23 Thus, Ninurta’s carrion curse (ll. 425-427) has been placed here 

because it thematically fits with Venus’ curses about raped women and lost houses after 

the battle. As a warrior god, Ninurta has been relocated (in order to replace the less 

popular Zababa in the traditional curse arrangement; see LH l 81-91and SAA 2 1 r. 16 

[restored]) in a battle-themed curse. Similarly, if the Succession Treaty and 

Deuteronomy 28 borrowed from a common curse tradition rather than the latter from 

the former, then we cannot confidently say that Deuteronomy moved the carrion curse 

before the skin curse or that the Succession Treaty moved it after the darkness/no-

helpful-omens curse. We cannot reconstruct the arrangement of the common tradition, 

so Weinfeld may be correct that Ninurta’s carrion curse had no real home in a Sîn-

Šamaš-Venus sequence in the treaty-curse tradition. 

Of course, this still leaves us with the questions, “Where is Adad?” and “Why 

does he precede Ištar rather than follow Šamaš?” An Adad-Ištar sequence is not 

uncommon in lists of gods, especially in royal inscriptions (e.g., RIMA 2 A.0.101.56:7 

and 66:4 and RIMA 3 A.0.102.21:2), but curse themes are a better explanation here 

[slide 18]. The ceremonial curses that appear in the Succession Treaty (ll. 513-663) 
                                                            
23 A version of the carrion curse–like Ninurta’s carrion curse mentions vultures (zību)–is linked with 
Palil in SAA 2 6:519, which follows up a battle-related curse linked with Aššur in l. 518. Likewise 
Esarhaddon brags in a royal inscription that Aššur delivered his enemies into his hands, so after their 
defeat he left their corpses to be eaten by vultures (zību) as he carried off booty (RINAP 4, Esar. 1 v 5-9). 
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lack a link with a deity.24 A couple of these curses are of particular interest because 

they relate to the curses linked to Adad and Ištar in ll. 440-454.  In l. 440, Adad is 

introduced as the god responsible for stopping the seasonal flooding, depriving the 

fields of grain, and bringing a great flood upon the land (ll. 440-442), which is what we 

expect from other curse lists.  After these curses, a litany of curses relating to Adad’s 

famine is mentioned (ll. 443-452). This includes a plague of locusts, children grinding 

their parents’ bones, a lack of dough for baking, cannibalism, carrion being eaten by 

animals, and ghosts who cannot receive libations. Of particular interest are the 

cannibalism and carrion references: 

449ina bu-ri-ku-nu UZU.MEŠ DUMU.MEŠ-ku-nu ak-la ina bu-b[u-ti] 450ḫu-
šaḫ-ḫu LU2 UZU LU2 le-e-kul LU2 KUŠ LU2 

451li-la-biš UZU.MEŠ-ku-nu 
UR.KU.MEŠ ŠAḪ le-e-ku-lu 

In your hunger eat the flesh of your sons! In want and famine may one man eat 
the flesh of another; may one man clothe himself in another’s skin; may dogs 
and swine eat your flesh (ll. 449-451).25 

 Nowhere within these ten lines is Adad or any other deity invoked,26 but this is still 

part of the extended Adad curse, which is followed by two lines devoted to Ištar (ll. 

453-454):  

                                                            
24 Though seven deities are invoked by name and all gods previously invoked are called again on 
occasion. Aššur appears first (l. 518); Palil, Ea, the great gods of heaven and earth, Girra, and all the gods 
already invoked all appear in the brief subsequent paragraphs (l. 519-525). Šamaš appears twice (ll. 545 
and 649); Enlil appears in l. 659; and Nabu is invoked in the penultimate curse in l. 660. 
25 Unless otherwise noted, translations have been taken from their respective SAA volumes. 
26 Notably, the lists of curses in the Sefire inscription and the Tell Fekherye bilingual inscription contain 
similar curses without invoking multiple deities.  In the Sefire inscription, Adad is responsible for 
sending hail, but the rest of the curses are made without a specific deity’s invocation.  Likewise, Adad is 
the central deity invoked in the Tell Fekherye inscription, though he is accompanied by his consort Šala 
in l. 30 (Nergal appears in l. 38, but he is not invoked as the god causing the plague, but rather as the god 
associated with the plague, i.e., šbṭ zy nyrgl, “the plague of Nergal).  The following seven lines, ll. 31-37, 
invoke no deity but simply describe the devastation in terms that resemble the Sefire curses, as well as 
several curses from Deuteronomy 28 (see Tigay, 1996, 494-497).  
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453dIŠ.TAR be-lit MURUB4 ME3 ina M[E3] dan-ni GIŠ.BAN-ku-nu liš-bar 454i-
di-ku-nu lik-si ina KI.TA LU2.KUR-ku-nu li-še-šib-ku-nu 

May Ištar, lady of battle and war, smash your bow in the thick of ba[ttle], may 
she bind your arms, and have you crouch under your enemy. 

The only other curse in SAA 2 6 that mentions a bow (GIŠ.BAN) is a ceremonial curse 

(ll. 573-575).27 As with the Adad-linked curse, the material preceding this bow curse 

deals with cannibalism and animals eating bodies–this time it’s worms eating living 

bodies:  

568 (KI.MIN KI.MIN) ki-i ša2 LAL3 ma-ti-qu-u-ni MUD2.MEŠ ša2 MI2.MEŠ-ku-
nu 569DUMU.MEŠ-ku-nu DUMU.MI2.MEŠ-ku-nu ina pi-i-ku-nu li-im-ti-iq 570 
(KI.MIN) ki-i ša2 ša2-aṣ-˹bu?-tu?˺ tul-tu2 ta-kul-u-ni 571ina bal-ṭu-te-ku-nu UZU-
MEŠ-ku-nu UZU ša2 MI2-MEŠ-ku-nu 572DUMU.MEŠ-ku-nu DUMU.MI2.MEŠ-
ku-nu tu-is-su lu ta-kul 

(Ditto, ditto;) Just as honey is sweet, so may the blood of your women, your 
sons and your daughters be sweet in your mouth. (Ditto;) just as a worm eats …, 
so may the worm eat, while you are (still) alive, your own flesh and the flesh of 
your wives, your sons and your daughters (SAA 2 6:568-572). 

If any relationship can explain the Adad-Ištar sequence in our curse list, this thematic 

link within the curse tradition is the best candidate, and it may be powerful enough to 

explain why Adad had been relocated away from his second-tier cohorts Sîn and Šamaš 

down near Ištar. Thus, Adad was moved for thematic reasons, linking carrion with 

bows and battle, and Ninurta was moved up to replace him in the now (Anu)-Sîn-

Šamaš-Ninurta-Venus sequence; a sequence that begins with a pair of illness curses, 

ends with a pair of battle curses, and is followed by a pair of planets, with Šamaš 

unsurprisingly caught among them all because of his relationship with Sîn [slide 19]. 

                                                                                                                                                                             
 C. Zaccagnini further notes the similarities between ll. 10-14 of the Akkadian in the Tell 
Fekherye inscription with both SAA 2 2 and the Pazarcik boundary stone inscription (C. Zaccagnini, 
“Notes on the Pazarcik Stela,” SAAB VII [1993] 61. 
27 All the gods invoked within the treaty are called upon in this curse (DINGIR.MEŠ ma-la ina ṭup-pi a-
de-e an-ni-i MU-šu2-nu zak-ru, l. 573) to “break (the transgressor’s) bow and subject you to your enemy” 
(573GIŠ.BAN-ku-nu liš-bi-ru ina KI.TA LU2.KUR2-ku-nu 574lu-še-šib-u-ku-nu). 
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Thus, we see that the overall arrangement of curses and divine names is built around an 

interplay of divine pairings and thematic curse pairings. The sequences of Anu-Sîn, of 

Ninurta-Venus, and of Adad-Ištar are based on thematic curses, while the sequences of 

Sîn-Šamaš, Venus-Jupiter, and Jupiter-Marduk are based on divine relationships. 

 Finally, we can explain the presence of the divine name Nergal between 

Ištar//Lady-of-Battle and three independent goddesses [slide 20]. As noted above, the 

final three goddesses–Mullissu-of-Nineveh, Ištar-of-Arbela, and Gula–appear in their 

expected positions, which is reinforced by Esarhaddon’s treaty with King Baal of Tyre 

(SAA 2 5 iv 1-5). That Nergal appears before this trio of goddesses may be significant 

because Nergal is also the final male deity invoked in Ḫammurapi’s epilogue curse 

(and he presumably was the final male deity in the now-lost portions of SAA 2 1 r. 

16ff.).  Nergal appears immediately after Ištar in Ḫammurapi’s epilogue curses and our 

SAA 2 6: 453-456.28 So, while his inclusion is not necessarily expected, nothing about 

his present location in this list of gods defies explanation.  

 

                                                            
28 Though this Ištar-Nergal-goddesses pattern does not appear in any extant curse-lists from the seventh 
century NA treaties, Nergal does appear before the pair Ištar-of-Nineveh and Ištar-of-Arbela in blessings 
from Assyrian and Babylonian scholars to the king: 

4 aš-šur dEN dAG 5 d30 dU.GUR 6 d15 ša 
NINAki 7 d15 ša uruarba-il3 
 

Aššur, Marduk, Nabu, Sîn, Nergal, Ištar-of-
Nineveh, Ištar-of-Arbela (SAA 10 82) 
 

6[aš-šur] d30 dUTU dEN dPA dU.GUR 7 

[d]15 ša NINAki d15 8ša uruarba-il3 
 

[Aššur], Sîn, Šamaš, Marduk, Nabu, Nergal, Ištar-
of-Nineveh, Ištar-of-Arbela (SAA 10 252). 
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Moshe Weinfeld, Deuteronomy and 
the Deuteronomic School

The coupling of these two maledictions (i.e., leprosy and judicial 
blindness in Deut. 28:27-29) does not in itself necessarily prove 
neo-Assyrian influence since, as we have seen, the same 
association is also encountered in Babylonian texts, which go 
back to the Old-Babylonian period. The fact, however, that 
both the subject-matter and the sequence of malediction in 
this section of Deuteronomy are identical with the parallel 
series of curses in VTE (i.e., SAA 2 6) attests that there was a 
direct borrowing by Deuteronomy from Assyrian treaty 
documents. Apart from the VTE and Deut. 28 no such series of 
maledictions has as yet been discovered.
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Comparing arrangements of 
SAA 2 6:419-433

ND 4327, 4335, 4451F,  
(4328B), (and T1801):

Sîn

Šamaš

Ninurta
Venus

Jupiter

ND 4329:

Sîn

Šamaš

[Venus]

Jupiter
Ninurta
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Divergent Curse + Deity Traditions
A May Šamaš 
uproot him and make his 
ghost thirst for water below 
in the netherworld

li-is-su2-uḫ2-šu ša-ap-li-iš
ina er-ṣe-tim
GIDIM4.GIDIM4-šu me-e 
li-ša-aṣ-mi (LH l 36-40) 

A′ May Ea uproot us 
and make our ghost thirst 
of water 

li-is-suḫ-an-na-a-šu2  šap-
l[iš ina KI.TIM e-ṭim2-ma-
a-nu A-MEŠ li-ṣa-me] 
(SAA 2 9 r. 14) 

B May Ištar-of-
Arbela clothe him in 
leprosy 

ša2-ḫar-šub-[ba-a] lu

˹tu˺-[ḫal-lip-šu2] (SAA 
12 93 r. 4-5)

B′ May Sîn clothe 
you in leprosy 

ina SAHAR.ŠUB-pu li-
ḫal-lip-ku-nu

(SAA 26:419-420)
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C May Ištar strike 
(them) down (and) soak the 
earth with the their blood

li-ša-am-qi2-it DAM-mi-šu-
nu er-ṣe-tam li-iš-qi2 (LH li 
9-11)

C′ May Ninurta 
strike you down (and) fill 
the plain with your blood 

li-šam-qit-ku-nu
MUD2.MEŠ-ku-nu li-mal-
[li] EDIN, (SAA 2 6: 425-
426). 
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The Adad-Ištar Sequence in SAA 2 6

Ll. 449-454 (god-linked curses)

Adad….In your hunger eat the flesh 
of your sons! In want and famine 
may one man eat the flesh of another; 
may one man clothe himself in 
another’s skin; may dogs and swine 
eat your flesh 

May Ištar//Lady-of-Battle smash your 
bow in the thick of ba[ttle], may she 
bind your arms, and have you crouch 
under your enemy.

Ll. 568-575 (ceremonial curses)

Just as honey is sweet, so may the 
blood of your women, your sons and 
your daughters be sweet in your 
mouth. Just as a worm eats …so may 
the worm eat, while you are (still) 
alive, your own flesh and the flesh of 
your wives, your sons and your 
daughters.

May all the gods who are called by 
name in this treaty break your bow
and subject you to your enemy…
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The Curses in Question: 
SAA 2 6:419-430
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Sîn: May Sîn, the brightness of heaven and earth, clothe you with leprosy and 
forbid your entering into the presence of the gods or king. Roam the desert 
like the wild ass and the gazelle!

Šamaš: May Šamaš, the light of heaven and earth, not judge you justly. May he 
remove your eyesight. Walk about in darkness!

Ninurta: May Ninurta, the foremost among the gods, fell you with his fierce 
arrow; may he fill the plain with your blood and feed your flesh to the 
eagle and the vulture.

Venus: May Venus, the brightest of the stars, before your eyes make your wives 
lie in the lap of your enemy; may your sons not take possession of your 
house, but a strange enemy divide your goods.
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26Your corpses shall be food for every bird of the air and animal of the earth, 
and there shall be no one to frighten them away. 27The LORD will afflict you 
with the boils of Egypt, with ulcers, scurvy, and itch, of which you cannot be 
healed. 28The LORD will afflict you with madness, blindness, and confusion of 
mind; 29you shall grope about at noon as blind people grope in darkness, but you 
shall be unable to find your way; and you shall be continually abused and 
robbed, without anyone to help. 30You shall become engaged to a woman, but 
another man shall lie with her. You shall build a house, but not live in it. You 
shall plant a vineyard, but not enjoy its fruit. 31Your ox shall be butchered before 
your eyes, but you shall not eat of it. Your donkey shall be stolen in front of 
you, and shall not be restored to you. Your sheep shall be given to your 
enemies, without anyone to help you. 32Your sons and daughters shall be given 
to another people, while you look on; you will strain your eyes looking for them 
all day but be powerless to do anything. 33A people whom you do not know 
shall eat up the fruit of your ground and of all your labors…


